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Arbitrary spin-to–orbital angular
momentum conversion of light
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J. P. Balthasar Mueller,1 Federico Capasso1†

Optical elements that convert the spin angular momentum (SAM) of light into vortex
beams have found applications in classical and quantum optics.These elements—SAM-to–
orbital angular momentum (OAM) converters—are based on the geometric phase and
only permit the conversion of left- and right-circular polarizations (spin states) into states
with opposite OAM. We present a method for converting arbitrary SAM states into total
angular momentum states characterized by a superposition of independent OAM. We
designed a metasurface that converts left- and right-circular polarizations into states with
independent values of OAM and designed another device that performs this operation
for elliptically polarized states. These results illustrate a general material-mediated
connection between SAM and OAM of light and may find applications in producing complex
structured light and in optical communication.

C
ircularly polarized light carries spin angu-
lar momentum (SAM) (1) of ±ℏ per pho-
ton depending on the handedness (where
ℏ is Planck’s constant h divided by 2p),
whereas the most general state of polar-

ization (elliptical) is a superposition of the two.

Electromagnetic fields with an azimuthal phase
dependenceexpði‘fÞ, where ‘ is any integer, also
carry orbital angularmomentum (OAM) (2). Such
beams (optical vortices) exhibit ‘ multiples of 2p
in phase around the azimuth with an undefined
phase at the center, resulting in a “doughnut”

intensity profile (3). In contrast to SAM, theOAM
can take any integer value in [–1, +1] correspond-
ing to ‘ℏOAMper photon (4). A paraxial, circularly
polarized helical beam has been shown to carry
a total angular momentum (TAM) J = (s + ‘)ℏ,
where s = ±1, per photon (2, 5, 6 ).
In themore than 25 years since the discovery

of light’s OAM (2), optical vortices have led to a
deeper understanding of light and a number of
applications (7). Classical applications include
optical communication (8, 9), micromanipula-
tion (10), and superresolution imaging (11). The
quantum nature of light’s OAM has been ex-
ploited through entanglement (12, 13) and allows
for quantum protocols with higher-dimensional
quantum states (14). OAM beams may be gen-
erated in various ways: laser mode conversion
(15), forked holograms (16), spiral phase plates
(17), and spatial light modulators. These tech-
niques rely on introducing a phase discontinuity
in the wavefronts but generally have no connec-
tion between the SAM and OAM.
By contrast, geometric phase elements pro-

vide a direct connection between optical SAM
and OAM (18). These devices are composed of
identical elements with spatially varying ori-
entation and are referred to as q-plates (19). They
perform the transformation jLi→ei2qfjRi and
jRi→e�i2qfjLi, where the left and right circular
polarizations are converted to output states with
opposite spin and ±2qℏOAM. This is called spin-
orbit-conversion (SOC). In addition to fundamen-
tally connecting the SAMandOAMof light, these
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Fig. 1. Arbitrary spin-to-
OAM conversion. (A) Sche-
matic of the concept for
arbitrary SOC. Light with an
arbitrary spin state (elliptical
polarization), |l+i, propagating
along the z axis is incident on
theJ-plate.TheJ-plate imprints
a helical phase profile on the
output beam, resulting in OAM
mℏ,wherem is any integer, and
flips the handedness of the
incident polarization. (B) For
light incident on the same
device with an orthogonal
polarization state |l–i, the
device imprints OAM of nℏ,
where in general n is
independent ofm and again
flips the handedness of the
polarization. (C) Schematic of
typical J-plate design used to
carry out the function in (A)
and (B).The units have a given
height, h (top inset), and by
changing their width along the
x– and y– directions,wx and
wy (bottom inset), the
structures implement phase shifts given by dx and dy, respectively. Each unit is also allowed to have an independent orientation angle, q. (D) Required phase shifts, dx and
dy (top) and rotation angle (bottom) as a function of the azimuthal coordinate f.The particular case plotted here is for designed input spin states that are left- and
right-circularly polarized and for OAM statesm = |+3i and n = |+4i. (E toG) Scanning electronmicrographs (SEMs) of fabricated device for the case of mapping from
circularly polarized states to helical beamswithOAMvalues ofm= |+3i andn= |+4i.TheSEMs show (E) a topview, (F) angled view, and (G) zoomedviewof thedevice center.
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devices have broadened the applications of opti-
cal OAM, including its direct generation from
laser cavities (20) and new quantum devices (21).
Because of the symmetry of the design (only the
constituent elements’ rotation angles vary), all
SOC demonstrated thus far have two inherent
limitations. First, the output OAM states are
not independent; they are constrained to be con-
jugate values (±2qℏ). Second, the mapping from
SAM is limited to circular polarizations—only
two of an infinite set of possible polarizations.
Here, we demonstrate the design of an op-

tical element that overcomes these limitations
and provides conversion from any orthogonal
polarizations to completely independent OAM
states. We refer to this as arbitrary SOC be-
cause there are no restrictions on the two or-
thogonal input SAM states and output OAM
states. This is in contrast to previous SOC de-
vices that have used “arbitrary” to mean a device
with any value of conjugate OAM (22) while still
having the limitations detailed above.We imple-
mented this design using metasurfaces because
of their ability to control polarization and phase
(23, 24). However, this could be realized with any
medium that allows birefringence, absolute phase
shift, and retarder orientation angle to vary spa-
tially.We examined the output fields of the device
and show that this technique provides for arbi-
trary superpositions of two TAM states. Because
of its ability to map an arbitrary input SAM to
two arbitrary output TAM states (where TAM is
typically represented by the variable J), we refer
to this device as a J-plate.
A schematic of the mapping carried out by the

J-plate is shown in Fig. 1, A and B. We consider
an incident paraxial beam propagating along the
+z direction. If the incident beam is in some ar-
bitrary polarization state |l+i, which in general is
a superposition of spin eigenstates, we require
the device to perform the transformation

jlþi→ eimfjðlþÞ�i ð1Þ

that is, the output |(l+)*i has opposite-handedness
(24, 25), and the beam has acquired an azimuthally
dependent phase factor eimf, wherem is any integer
(Fig. 1A). The output beam has m helically inter-
twined phase fronts (mℏ OAM) and an annular
intensity profile (Fig. 1A, right inset). If a beam in
the orthogonal SAM state, |l–i, is incident on the
same device, we require that it yields an indepen-
dent OAM state. This is shown in Fig. 1B, where
the mapping is

jl�i→ einfjðl�Þ�i ð2Þ

The output has acquired an azimuthal phase fac-
tor of einf (nℏ OAM), independent of m.
Implementing thismapping amounts to finding

a single Jonesmatrix (24) that will act independent-
ly on the two input SAM states. First, we consider

the two arbitrary, orthogonal polarization states
introduced above, in the linear polarization basis

jlþi ¼ cosc
eid sinc

� �
jl�i ¼ �sinc

eid cosc

� �
ð3Þ
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Fig. 2. Experimental demonstration of mapping from circular polarizations to two beams with
arbitrary values of OAM. (A) HOPS representing all possible spin and orbital angular momentum
states produced by a device that carries out the mapping |Ri → |Li |+4i and |Li → |Ri |+3i. (B to E)
Measured and calculated output states of the device.The output states are produced by using incident
polarizations including left- and right-circular polarizations and four different linear polarizations.
The states in (B) to (E), i to vi, are marked as blue circles on the HOPS in (A). (B) Measured and (C)
calculated intensity of the output states. Scale bar below shows normalized intensity. (D) Measured
interference and (E) calculated phase of output states. Scale bars below show (D) relative intensity and (E)
the phase. (F and G) Expanded view of measured interference and calculated phase of intensity
of output state in (D), iii, and (E), iii. The dashed boxes highlight an additional vortex that results from
the equal superposition of |+3i and |+4i states.This vortex results in (F) an off-axis fork in the interference
pattern corresponding to (G) an additional off-axis 0 to 2p phase jump.The scale bar shows the value
of phase.The details of these measurements are described further in supplementary text S6.
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where c and d set the polarization states. To
implement Eqs. 1 and 2, the case of arbitrary SOC,
we can show (25) that the required matrix is

JðfÞ ¼ eid
eid eimf cos2 cþ einf sin2 c

� � sin2c
2

eimf � einf
� �

sin2c
2

eimf � einf
� �

e�id eimf sin2 cþ einf cos2 c
� �

2
64

3
75

ð4Þ

wherem and n are any integer that set the output
OAM, and f is the azimuthal angle. This matrix
provides a general mapping from orthogonal SAM
to independent OAM states. It is easily found that
JðfÞjlþi ¼ eimfjðlþÞ�iand JðfÞjl�i ¼ einfjðl�Þ�i,
as desired [a derivation of general outputs from
the J-plate is provided in (25)].
We must translate this matrix into the design

of an optical element. The eigenvectors and ei-
genvalues of J (Eq. 4) yield the required fast axis
orientation angle and phase shifts, respectively,
as a function of f [(25), section 1]. No tradition-
al optical element can provide the required con-
trollable and continuous spatial variation of
phase shifts, birefringence, and orientation an-
gle of the fast axis. Metasurfaces, however—
which are composed of subwavelength-spaced,
birefringent phase-shifters—allow for such con-
trol. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1C. Na-
nostructures are arranged periodically in two
dimensions with a fixed height h (Fig. 1C, top
inset), whereas the phase shifts dx and dy on
light linearly polarized along the elements’
symmetry axes are controlled by varying the
dimensions wx and wy. The orientation angle
of each element q can also be independently
varied (Fig. 1C, bottom inset). An important
distinction compared with SOC based on the
geometric phase alone is that both the phase
shifts and orientation angles vary as a function
of f; they are both spatially inhomogeneous,
thus decoupling the polarizations of the input
states and the charges of the output states.
For circular polarization, c = p/4 and d = p/2

and for any values of m and n, we can find ana-
lytical solutions for the required phase shifts and
orientation angles as a function of f,

q ¼ 1

4
ðm� nÞf ð5Þ

dx ¼ 1

2
ðmþ nÞf ð6Þ

dy ¼ 1

2
ðmþ nÞf� p ð7Þ

In Fig. 1D, we plot these equations as a function
of f for m = +3 and n = +4. We plot the var-
iation of the phase shifts dx and dy, modulo 2p
(Fig. 1D, top). We clearly see (m + n)2p phase
rollovers, also observed in the device design itself
(Fig. 1C). For the more general case of elliptical
polarizations, the solutions do not yield succinct
expressions and must be calculated for specific
values of m, n, c, and d.
We fabricated the designed devices using a

process detailed elsewhere (26). This process

allows us to produce devices with high fidelity
and high efficiency that operate at visible wave-
lengths (27, 28), with TiO2 as a material plat-
form. The devices were optimized to operate at
a wavelength of 532 nm, but this design prin-
ciple can be applied to any wavelength. To fully
characterize a beam with OAM, its intensity
and phase distributions need to be measured.
Thus, we carried out interference measurements
in a Mach-Zehnder configuration (fig. S1) [(25),
sections 5 and 6].
To provide the most direct comparison to

geometric-phase SOCs, we first demonstrate a
device that converts from circularly polarized
input states to two output-independent OAM
beams. We chose the specific mapping to be
|Ri → |Li|+4i and |Li → |Ri|+3i, as in Fig. 1. We
write the azimuthal phase factor eimf as |mi for
brevity and to highlight that the J-plate output
is a TAM state, a direct product between SAM
and OAM states.
The set of outputs from this J-plate can be rep-

resented on a sphere whose poles are the two

output TAM states, and all other points are sup-
erpositions of these two states. This sphere that
combines both SAMandOAM is called the higher-
order Poincaré sphere (HOPS) (29) in contrast
to the traditional Poincaré sphere. The HOPS
for the case above is shown in Fig. 2A. The poles
correspond to |Ri|+3i and |Li|+4i. All other out-
puts correspond to a point on the HOPS rep-
resented by the angular coordinates F and Q
(Fig. 2A).
Measured and calculated results verifying the

operation of the J-plate are shown in Fig. 2, B to
E. The labels i to vi correspond to the states
indicated by the blue circles on the HOPS of
Fig. 2A. The measured and calculated intensities
for incident left and right circularly polarized
light are shown in Fig. 2B, i and vi, and Fig. 2C,
i and vi, respectively. These intensity profiles are
single-ringed annuli with zero intensity as r→ 0.
The measured interference pattern corresponding
to the intensities in Fig. 2B, i and vi, are shown in
Fig. 2D, i and v. We observed three and four arms
in the spiral interference patterns that converge
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Fig. 3. Evolution of device output along a path on the HOPS. The images show measured
output intensities (left) and interference (right) for the device in Fig. 2, as the angle of the fast
axis of a QWP is varied in front of a horizontally polarized laser. The QWP is placed in front of the
J-plate device. The QWP angle is varied from b = 45° to –45°, which transfers the output state
from the north pole to the south pole while continuously changing the superposition state as
jYðbÞi ¼ cos bþ p

4

� �
e�i bþp

4ð ÞjLijni þ sin bþ p
4

� �
ei b�p

4ð ÞjRi mij [derivation is provided in (25)]. The QWP
angle for each intensity and interference image is displayed in the bottom left. The scale bars for
the normalized intensity (left) range from 0 to 1. The resulting path taken on the HOPS is shown as
the black line, and the blue circles correspond to the measured points.
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on the beam axis. Shown in Fig. 2E, i and vi, are
the calculated phase distribution of the two
states, which have 3 and 4 multiples of 2p around
the azimuth. This is consistent with the two
being pure OAM states and consistent with the
two designed output states for this J-plate, |+3i
and |+4i. These values are not conjugate.
We also examined equally weighted super-

positions of the design states. To produce these
states, we illuminated the J-plate with linearly
polarized light. Changing the angle of the linear
polarization introduces a phase shift between
the |Ri|+3i and |Li|+4i TAM states and changes
longitude on the equator on the HOPS. The
measured intensity for these cases are shown
in Fig. 2B, ii to v. Because these states are a
superposition of two beams with different OAM,
we expect an additional jm� nj zeros to de-
velop in the intensity away from the beam
center (j3� 4j ¼ 1 here) (30). We observed an
additional zero at a radially off-axis position,

as shown in Fig. 2B, ii to v, and Fig. 2C, ii to v.
This intensity zero is also an optical vortex, and
we expect m vortices at the beam center and
jm� nj vortices off-axis (30). This is consistent
with our observations from the interference mea-
surements and phase calculations, Fig. 2D, ii to
v, and Fig. 2E, ii to v. As we change the angle
of the linear polarization, all features rotate (cor-
responding to moving from ii to v in Fig. 2, B
to E). We can understand this by noting that
the relative phase changes the angle at which
destructive interference between the OAMmodes
occurs; the positions of the intensity minima
agree with quantitative expectations (30). Ex-
panded views of one of these equal superpositions
are shown in Fig. 2, F and G.
We have verified that the device produces

two independent TAM states and have shown
the effect of a phase difference between equal
superpositions of the |Ri|+3i and |Li|+4i TAM
states. We can also continuously vary the super-

position of these states in both magnitude and
phase. The continuous evolution from the |Ri|+3i
to |Li|+4i state is depicted in Fig. 3 as a function
of changing input polarization to the J-plate.
The path taken on the HOPS is shown as the
black line in Fig. 3 and winds from the north
pole, |Ri|+3i, to the south pole, |Li|+4i, as a
quarter-waveplate (QWP) is rotated in front of
the device. The measured intensity and interfer-
ence images for 10 input polarizations are shown
in Fig. 3. As the polarization is changed, the in-
terference pattern, initially composed of three on-
axis spiral arms, develops an extra vortex at the
periphery of the image, which circles inwards
and ultimately becomes an additional arm in
the spiral interference pattern, indicating that
the state now has an OAM of |+4i.
Although this case is relatively simple, we can

create outputs with any twoOAMvalues (figs. S2
to S4) (25). In addition to producing an arbitrary
TAM state with polarization-controllable phase
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Fig. 4. Demonstration of generalized SOC. (A) Schematic diagram of the
device that maps elliptically polarized input states to two independent states
of OAM. An input beam with polarization state |Eini is incident on the J-plate
and is mapped to a superposition of OAM states, where the weights are given
as a projection of the input polarization onto the two designed eigen-
polarizations. An additional constant phase gradient is added to the device so
that the two output states are also spatially separated by an angle of ±10°.
(B) Stokes polarimetry tomeasure the eigen-polarizations.The beam intensities
are shown for the two OAM states, |+4i and |–3i, with the input polarization

corresponding to each set of images shownat thebottom. (CandD) Interference
pattern for the |+4i and |–3i states collected at angles ±10° from the z axis.
The number of arms in the corresponding spiral interference patterns are (C)
4 and (D) 3, indicating that the output beams have the designed values of
OAM.The sense of rotation of the spirals, however, is opposite for (C) and (D)
because of the opposite-handedness of the two states. (E) Designed (blue)
andmeasured (green) polarization of the output states on theHOPS. (FandG)
The designed (blue) and measured (green) polarization ellipses for the input
states |l+i and |l–i, respectively.
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and amplitude, we can see fromFigs. 2 and 3 that
this device also allows us to produce and control
complex spatial intensity profiles (fig. S2).
We now consider the most general case of

SOC: a mapping from arbitrary, orthogonal SAM
states (elliptical polarizations) to two indepen-
dent output TAM states. For this demonstration,
we chose input polarizations in Eq. 3 correspond-
ing to c = p/6 and d = 3p/10 and chose OAM
states of m = –3 and n = +4. A schematic of the
device that implements this mapping is shown in
Fig. 4A. In addition to the normal azimuthal
phase factor, we added an additional constant
phase gradient that causes each output beam
to be deflected by ±10° from the z axis, re-
spectively, in contrast to the device measured
in Figs. 2 and 3. Spatially separating the two
TAM states allows us to independently moni-
tor the intensity at each output angle as the
input polarization is varied. The advantage
here is that we can perform Stokes polarim-
etry to determine the eigen-polarizations of
the device and compare them with the designed
elliptical eigen-polarizations (fig. S5 and sup-
plementary text).
The results of this measurement are shown

in Fig. 4, B to G. First, we must verify that the
two output beams contain the designed values
of OAM. The measured intensity distribution
for six input polarizations is shown in Fig. 4B.
We collected the images at angles of +10° and
–10° away from the z axis corresponding to
the designed OAM states of |+4i (Fig. 4B, top)
and |–3i (Fig. 4B, bottom), respectively. The fact
that these two beams carry the two designed,
independent values of OAM is confirmed through
interference measurements (Fig. 4, C and D). We
observed four arms in the interference pattern of
Fig. 4C, whereas three arms are shown in Fig. 4D.
Additionally, being of opposite sign, the sense of
rotation of the interference patterns in Fig. 4, C
and D, are opposite. Thus, each order contains
the designed vortex beam.
Next, we verified that the device is perform-

ing the desired SOC from specified elliptically
polarized inputs to two TAM states. In Fig. 4B,
one can clearly observe that the output inten-
sities of the two beams vary with input polar-
ization. We measured the power of each beam
for each input polarization in Fig. 4B and, using
Stokes polarimetry, calculated the device’s eigen-
polarizations (25). The HOPS corresponding to
the designed device is shown in Fig. 4E. The
blue circles are the two designed output TAM
states, and the dashed arrow passing through
the two highlights that the design polarization

states are no longer circular. The green circles
are the measured polarization states, with values
of c = p/6.04 and d = 3.43p/10, and closely cor-
respond to the design polarizations. Plots of the
two polarization ellipses for the designed and
measured input eigen-polarizations are shown in
Fig. 4, F and G, respectively. Coupled with the
intensity measurements and the interference
measurements, this shows that we have carried
out the more general form of coupling from arbi-
trary SAM states to two independent TAM states.
Our design shows a general material-mediated

mapping between SAM and OAM and can pro-
duce arbitrary superpositions of TAM states of
light. We have demonstrated the operation of
the J-plate for SOC from two input circular
polarizations to two independent output states,
and for input elliptical polarizations in general.
In addition, we have shown that a single device
may create polarization-controllable structured
light, in which the input SAM and output OAM
states distinctly determine the spatial intensity
distributions. Such functionality would otherwise
require a cascade of polarization optics.
The generalized SOC presented here may in-

fluence several fields and provides interesting
research directions. The compact nature of the
J-plate, consisting of only a single layer of ma-
terial, enables easy integration. For example, the
device could be directly integrated into a laser
cavity that produces arbitrary, tunable TAM states
(20). States using both SAM and OAM could
potentially increase the bandwidth of optical
communication. Moreover, the J-plate’s complex,
tunable structured light can be used for laser
fabrication of materials, optical micromanipu-
lation, and stimulated emission depletion imag-
ing. Although classical fields are considered
here, the physics will still hold at the single-
photon level. Thus, the J-plate can provide a new
tool for quantum communication, especially in
schemes that rely on transfer from polarization
to OAM (13).
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